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Abstract — A new algorithm is proposed, leveraging a 3D
multipole expansions of the electromagnetic fields, to accurately
determine the operational range of a radiative near-field on-body
radio-frequency identification (RFID) system based on its far
field radiation patterns, simulated or measured, under realistic
deployment conditions. We illustrate the advocated method by
an interrogating 866 MHz standard gain horn (SGH) and a
passive eighth-mode substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) textile
antenna deployed on an arm. The resulting algorithm is order
107 times faster than full-wave software, largely outperforms the
range calculation via the traditional far field link method and it
is capable of very accurately predicting the exchanged power.

Keywords — Body area network (BAN), far field, near-field,
radio-frequency identification (RFID), spherical modes expan-
sion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) paradigm envisions to employ
off-body, on-body or even in-body [1]–[7] ultra-high frequency
(UHF) radio-frequency identification (RFID) devices allow-
ing smart-systems to self-operate, improving efficiency and
productivity. While an antenna-rich environment is potentially
favorable for many interesting applications, at the same time
designers have to deal with the trade-off between system per-
formance, in terms of RFID range [8], [9], and electromagnetic
pollution.

For near-field RFID design, the most direct approach is that
of resorting to a far field system that operates at the maximum
allowed effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) [10]. This
leads to a waste of energy and it makes it harder to comply
with specific absorption rate (SAR) regulations [11]. Moreover,
this approach ignores essential near-field interactions [12],
which results in malfunctions or detection of unrelated devices
[13], [14]. Alternatively, to optimize dedicated near-field RFID
systems, designers can opt for full-wave software [15]–[17]
or small- and large-scale fading models [18]. However, these
are either too computationally expensive or provide only
strictly environment-specific solutions that require accurate
preemptive measurements. Hence, there is need for an efficient,
yet still accurate tool to study the radiative near-field behavior
of RFID systems.

In this contribution, we propose a novel far-to-near-field
transformation, based on a multipole expansion of the RFID
system’s far fields. In contrast to [19], where the advocated
algorithm is applied to a RFID tag antenna on the chest, here
we focus on the more challenging case of deployment on the
arm. The far fields are measured or simulated when deploying
the RFID tag on-body, as such accounting for platform effects.
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Fig. 1. RFID system composed of reader and tag represented by current
densities jr and jt, present in volumes Vr and Vt located at rr and rt and
circumscribed by spheres of radius Rr and Rt, respectively (for a detailed
description, see [19]).

The proposed algorithm precomputes the interactions between
transmitting and receiving multipoles in closed form, and
then stores them within highly sparse structures. The bulk
of the computation is reduced to matrix-to-vector products
between the interaction matrices and the far fields’ expan-
sion coefficients, yielding extremely fast and efficient results.
Moreover, this method is unaffected by the simulation volume
and frequency, it requires but a tiny fraction of the memory
and computational time required by full-wave software and it
is massively more accurate than the straightforward far field
approximation of near-field systems.

II. THEORY

Consider the RFID system of Fig. 1. The open-circuit
voltage Vo induced on the tag antenna by the reader is
determined by the reciprocity theorem to be [20]

Vo = −Za,t

�
Vt

Er(r) · jt,V(r) dr , (1)

where Za,t is the tag’s input impedance, Er is the electric field
generated by the reader and jt,V is the voltage-normalized
current density obtained when exciting the tag in transmit
mode. If the antennas are spaced far enough so that their
reactive near-fields do not couple, then Er is given by [21]

Er(r) = −jωµ

�
Vr

G(r, r′) · jr(r
′) dr′ , (2)



where ω is the angular velocity, µ is the free-space permeabil-
ity, G is the 3-D dyadic Green function and where we limit the
integration domain to Vr. For non-overlapping circumscribing
spheres, we combine the spherical Hankel functions’ addition
theorem [22] with the plane waves expansion [23, p. 410] to
express G as

G(r, r′) = − jk

4π

∞∑
l,m

Hm
l (kD)

�
Ω

[
I − k̂k̂

]
e−jk·dȲ m

l (k̂) dk̂ ,

(3)
where k is the wave number, I is the unit dyadic and
(r − r′) = (D + d), with D = (rt − rr), d = (rr − r′)+
(r − rt). The hat symbol indicates a unit vector. Further, the
spherical function Hm

l is defined by

Hm
l (kD) = j−lh

(2)
l (kD)Y m

l (D̂), (4)

where h
(2)
l is a spherical Hankel function of the second kind

and Y m
l is a scalar spherical harmonic [24].

Combining (1), (2) and (3) with the following definition
of the far field radiation vector

F(k̂) = −jωµ

4π

�
V

ejk·(r′−r)
[
I − k̂k̂

]
· j(r′) dr′ , (5)

we express the open-circuit voltage induced on the tag as

Vo = −4π

η0
Za,tVa,r

L∑
l,m

cml Hm
l (kD), (6)

where η0 is the free-space impedance and Va,r represents
the voltage present at the reader’s port. To exclude highly
attenuated higher-order harmonic modes from the computation
[25], the summation in (6) is truncated at L = min(Lr, Lt),
where [26]

Lr = kRr + 6 3
√
kRr, (7)

Lt = kRt + 6 3
√
kRt. (8)

The expansion coefficients cml in (6) arise from the interac-
tions between reader’s and tag’s voltage-normalized far field
radiation patterns Fr,V and Ft,V, respectively, and are defined
by

cml = e†r [C
m
l mt − Sm

l et] + m†
r [S

m
l mt − Cm

l et] , (9)

where † indicates conjugate transpose. The (er,mr) and (et,mt)
store the reader’s and tag’s coefficients stemming from the
following spherical harmonic decomposition,

FV =

L∑
l,m

eml Em
l +mm

l Mm
l . (10)

These coefficients are thus defined for each device by

eml =

�
Ω

⟨FV,Em
l ⟩dk̂ , (11)

mm
l =

�
Ω

⟨FV,Mm
l ⟩dk̂ , (12)

where the angle brackets indicate an Hermitian inner prod-
uct [27] and the symbols Em

l and Mm
l denote two sets
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Fig. 2. (a) The tag antenna was strapped on an arm and the received signal was
measured in the positions indicated by the ground markers, placed between
λ to 3λ in length and −λ to λ in width. (b) Equivalent virtual model of
the deployed tag. Dimensions are L = 300 mm, rs = 50 mm, rf = 49 mm,
rm = 46 mm, rb = 10 mm. Tissue parameters at 868 GHz: (1) skin, ϵr = 41.6,
σ = 0.87 S/m, (2) fat, ϵr = 5.46, σ = 0.051 S/m, (3) muscle, ϵr = 55.1,
σ = 0.93 S/m, (4) bone, ϵr = 12.45, σ = 0.14 S/m.

of orthonormal transversal vector spherical harmonics [28,
eq. (19, 38)] expressed as a linear combination of spin-1
tensor spherical harmonics [29, eq. (3)]. The Sm

l and Cm
l

matrices in (9) collect the interactions between the reader’s
and tag’s multipoles, expressed as a combination of Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. Owing to their properties [30, eq. (27.9.2–
27.9.9)], these matrices exhibit a sparsity higher than 95%.
They only need to be computed once and are very efficient
to store. Thus, they can be reused for any other experiment,
resulting in extremely effective simulations.

III. VALIDATION

A. Validation via Measurements

A 866 MHz NSI-RF-SG975 standard gain horn (SGH) [31]
with gain of Gr = 13 dBi, input power of Pa,r = -15 dBm
and EIRP = -2 dBm was employed as interrogating device
to validate the advocated method. The choice of tag fell on
a passive eighth-mode substrate integrated waveguide (SIW)
antenna [32] loaded with a 50 Ω impedance. It was strapped
on an arm and moved in a horizontal plane between λ to 3λ in
length and −λ to λ in width, as shown in Fig. 2a. A network
analyzer measures the system’s S-parameters at each position
to determine the power received by the tag’s load (Pt) as [33]

Pt = Pa,r
(1− |Γt|2)|S21|2

(1− |Γa,r|2)|1− S22Γt|2
, (13)

where Γa,r and Γt are the reflection coefficients at the reader’s
port and at the tag’s load, respectively. To calculate the
returned signal strength indicator (RSSI), or in other words
the fraction of power returned to the reader, the power available
in input at the tag’s port is determined from Pt and (13) is then
applied to the uplink to compute the reverse operating gain.

Subsequently, the reader’s and tag’s far field radiation pat-
terns were simulated in CST Microwave Studio 2019 [34] and
used as inputs for a MATLAB R2019a [35] script implementing
the novel algorithm. To take body effects produced by its
different tissues into account, the tag’s radiation pattern was
simulated when deployed on a virtual arm model (Fig. 2b)
[36]. Comparisons between numerical calculations, full wave
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Fig. 3. Measurements and simulations of (a) power received by the tag’s load
and (b) returned to the reader for the antenna strapped on the arm and moving
parallel to the horn’s aperture at different distances.
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Fig. 4. Measurements and simulations of the power received by the tag’s
load and returned to the reader when the tag is aligned with the horn’s phase
center and moved at difference distances.

simulations and measurements are shown in Fig. 3a, 3b and
4, demonstrating an excellent agreement.

To obtain these results, the script required only 30 µs per
data point, 70 MB of memory and 2 MB of precomputed
values. On the other hand, reproducing the same experiment
with the Frequency Domain Solver of CST Microwave Studio
2019 required 5 minutes per data point and a peak memory
usage of 15 GB. Even though the proposed method does not
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Fig. 5. Operational range of the RFID system obtained through the novel
method (green) and the traditional radar approach (red) assuming an activation
threshold of Pth = -34 dBm. The symbols in the grid show when the tag is
turned on (•) or off (×) during the experimental verification.

possess the same generality of full-wave software, it is clearly
very valuable for studying the link between RFID devices.

B. Application

To show the superiority of the advocated method over the
traditional far field approximation, we compared the predicted
operational range in the horizontal plane, containing the phase
centers of reader and tag, determined by the novel algorithm
and by the traditional radar approach. To numerically verify
whether the tag would be turned on at a certain distance,
we assumed an activation threshold of Pth = -34 dBm and
compared the predictions with direct field measurements.

As expected, the operational region obtained through the
traditional approach, as seen in Fig. 5, possesses an unrealistic
single-lobe profile which, depending on the angle, under- or
overestimates the real range by up to λ. On the other hand,
the novel algorithm finds a more realistic solution and predicts
the correct behavior of the RFID system for all performed
experiments.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, a novel algorithm is presented to
efficiently determine the operational range of on-body RFID
systems. The method requires a single simulation or measure-
ment of the far field radiation patterns of the RFID devices. As
long as there is no interaction through the reactive near-fields,
the proposed algorithm is more accurate than the traditional
radar equation and faster than full-wave simulations by making
use of tensor spherical harmonics decomposition.
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